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Cases and Materials on Contracts - Casebook Plus
2016-07

as a part of our casebookplus offering you ll receive the print book along with lifetime digital access
to the ebook additionally you ll receive 12 month online access to the learning library which includes
quizzes tied specifically to your book an outline starter and digital access to leading study aids in
that subject and the gilbert law dictionary the included study aids are contracts in a nutshell exam
pro on contracts and acing contracts the redemption code will be shipped to you with the book this
casebook traces the development of contract law in the english and american common law traditions
like earlier editions the 8th edition features authoritative introductions to major topics carefully
selected cases and well tailored notes and problems the casebook is ecumenical in its outlook
presenting a well balanced approach to the study of contract law without ever losing sight of the
importance of doctrine in all its detail cases are situated within a variety of disciplines history
economics philosophy and ethics and present the law in a variety of settings commercial familial
employment and sports and entertainment the 8th edition will feel familiar yet fresh to current users
and both exciting and comfortable to newcomers to contracts or to this casebook

Problems in Contract Law
2023-01-31

problems in contract law cases and materials by charles l knapp nathan m crystal harry g prince
danielle k hart and joshua m silverstein includes cases with notes and explanatory text additional
commentary essay and short answer problems and multiple choice review questions for each chapter
the cases selected are a balance of traditional and contemporary that reflect the development and
complexity of contract law explanatory notes and text place the classic and newer decisions in their
larger legal context questions and problems provide opportunities to practice core legal skills and
encourage students to explore the relationship between theory and practice this successful book is
well known for approaching contract law and theory from multiple perspectives and using a variety
of contractual settings adaptable for instructors with different pedagogical philosophies problems in
contract law can easily be used in teaching by traditional case analysis through problem based
instruction or using theoretical inquiry the purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle you to
receive access to the connected ebook with study center on casebookconnect you will need to
purchase a new print book to get access to the full experience including lifetime access to the online
ebook with highlight annotation and search capabilities practice questions from your favorite study
aids an outline tool and other helpful resources new to the 10th edition five new principal cases that
reflect advances in or improved statements of contract law one restored principal case oppenheimer
co v oppenheim appel dixon co that provides valuable perspectives on a fundamental area of
contract law twelve new problems including several shorter problems to provide more review
options for teachers and students and to add contemporary fact patterns eight new tables and flow
charts to assist students with the conceptual structure of complicated legal subjects editing of note
and text material to reduce length without affecting coverage and to capture new legal
developments reorganization of text and comment material to focus comments primarily on
historical developments allowing professors greater flexibility in assigning or deleting comments
student accessibility to deleted cases from prior editions through casebook connect allowing
professors the further flexibility of continuing to easily assign cases for which they have a particular
preference professors and students will benefit from the authors emphasis on making the material
accessible for both students taking and professors teaching the course rejecting a hide the ball
approach the continued appeal to professors with various teaching methodologies traditional
problem oriented theoretical and practical the comprehensive nature of the contents allows
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professors the flexibility to teach their students the basics or conduct a more in depth analysis of a
given topic the continued mixture of classic and contemporary cases review questions at the end of
each chapter that are primarily designed for students to perform self assessments of their grasp of
the material answers with explanations are included in an appendix within the book

Legislation and Regulation
2013

the updated casebook manning and stephenson s legislation and regulation 2d is designed for a first
year class on legislation regulation and provides a proven ready to use set of materials for those
interested in introducing such a class to their 1l curriculum the book focuses on the tools and
methods of interpreting legal texts using supreme court and other appellate decisions as the primary
texts yet the note material gently introduces students to applicable insights from political science
history economics and philosophy the book aims to familiarize students with tools and techniques
that lawyers and judges use when crafting legal arguments in statutory or regulatory contexts and to
give students a sense of the larger questions of institutional design implicated by these interpretive
questions

Cases, Problems, and Materials on Contracts
2023-02-01

the purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle you to receive access to the connected ebook with
study center on casebookconnect you will need to purchase a new print book to get access to the full
experience including lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight annotation and search
capabilities practice questions from your favorite study aids an outline tool and other helpful
resources buy a new version of this textbook and receive access to the connected ebook with study
center on casebookconnect including lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight annotation
and search capabilities practice questions from your favorite study aids an outline tool and other
helpful resources connected ebooks provide what you need most to be successful in your law school
classes the ninth edition of cases problems and materials on contracts by douglas j whaley and david
horton features classic cases new developments and thought provoking problems to help students
master contract law cases problems and materials on contracts is known for pioneering the problem
method of law school teaching a staple in classrooms for decades it stands out from other texts in
the scope of coverage and its use of short carefully constructed problems to expose students to new
concepts reinforce what they have just learned and stimulate thought the ninth edition is more
accessible than ever it introduces complicated issues with a clear narrative summary or explicit
statement of black letter law the cases have been tightly edited for the best effect and as always
answers to the problems appear in the teacher s manual the book can also be easily adapted to fit
various pedagogical needs although it starts with agreement and moves to consideration it is also
designed for teachers who prefer to begin with consideration or remedies it can be used in courses
that both include and exclude sales finally because it is shorter than most of its rivals it works in 4
unit 5 unit and 6 unit courses new to the 9th edition cases have been further streamlined and edited
for clarity expanded use of student friendly introductions to complex material greater emphasis on
recent decisions that involve issues to which students can relate professors and students will benefit
from the book covers the basics of contracts law in a format that allows greater exposure to the legal
concepts through the many problems that fill each chapter alongside the most illustrative cases on
point the assessment multiple choice questions at the end of each chapter are meatier than such
questions in most books focusing not on the right answer so much as on what real attorneys must
consider when confronted with the issues presented indeed the whole book is written not just to
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teach the rules of law but to train the students to be lawyers faced with commercial issues for
example problems sometimes ask students whether they would be committing malpractice if they
took a certain course of conduct an issue very much on the mind of actual attorneys but seldom
mentioned in law school classrooms

Torts
2008

written first and foremost as a teaching tool torts cases and materials is a casebook that engages
students without avoiding the hard questions modeled on the venerable prosser casebook but
intended to be modern accessible and yet sophisticated this book consistently gets high marks from
students for being clear user friendly and not hiding the ball like so many other casebooks
challenginghypotheticalsand authors dialoguesengage students while allowing instructors to probe
more deeply into ambiguous or developing areas of law the book s manageable length makes it an
ideal for a three to four hour introductory torts course key features cases that are judiciously edited
so as to let thejudges voices be heard along with the inclusion of dissenting opinions where
important numerous recent cases have been added both in the notes and as principal cases while old
material has been pruned back to reduce unnecessary bulk continued integration of the third
restatement throughout the book includingcaselawdevelopment following the new restatement
particularly in the area offoreseeability duty and proximate cause

Cases and Materials on Statutory Interpretation
2012

softbound new softbound print book

Complex Litigation
2004

text is designed for an upper level division course and it serves as a useful source and reference
book for students once they are in practice in depth coverage of the nature of complex litigation

Contracts
2019

this classic casebook now in its 9th edition offers first year students a solid and inviting introduction
to contract law recognizing both the english and american common law traditions and bringing them
into our age of statutes most particularly the uniform commercial code like earlier editions the 9th
edition features carefully selected cases well tailored notes and problems and authoritative textual
discussions of major developments in current contract law these include the meaning of assent and
agreement with particular focus on the online environment and in the context of mandatory
arbitration clauses attention to comparative and international approaches and accessible discussion
of theoretical underpinnings of contract doctrine the importance of which remain a mainstay of this
new edition the casebook is ecumenical in its outlook presenting a well balanced approach that is
usable by professors with a wide range of theoretical outlooks and pedagogical styles cases are
situated within a variety of disciplines history economics philosophy and ethics and present the law
in a variety of typical settings commercial familial employment consumer real estate and so on the
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9th edition will feel familiar yet fresh to current users and both exciting and comfortable to
newcomers

Cases and Materials on Corporations
2000

the new edition of this rich and challenging casebook continues to provide a matchless examination
of corporate law while incorporating important recent developments long recognized for the
impeccable scholarship of its authors and the thorough development of its topics cases and materials
on corporations sets a strong foundation for understanding the structure functions and
responsibilities of corporations and other business organizations to facilitate effective teaching and
learning cases and materials on corporations fifth edition encourages effective teaching and learning
with the insight of a venerated author team an exceptionally noteworthy introductory chapter which
sets out the defining characteristics of a corporation limited liability perpetual existence free
transferability and centralized management detailed and wide ranging coverage allowing instructors
to delve into topics with as much depth as they wish a logical thematic framework emphasizing the
corporation s responsibilities to society as well as to its own constituents and investors an excellent
section on corporate finance careful use of notes excerpted commentary problems questions edited
cases and statutory material to reinforce important concepts in the text what s in the fifth edition
extensive treatment of limited liability companies and limited liability partnerships new
developments in insider trading material on the impact of outside directors on corporate
performance complete revision of the treatment of indemnification now including mayer v executive
telecard and ridder v cityfed a new section on the private securities litigation reform act

Complex Litigation
2021-05-25

hardbound new hardbound print book

Cases and Materials on Criminal Law
2003

buy a new version of this connected casebook and receive access to the online e book practice
questions from your favorite study aids and an outline tool on casebookconnect the all in one
learning solution for law school students casebookconnect offers you what you need most to be
successful in your law school classes portability meaningful feedback and greater efficiency criminal
law cases and materials has long been respected for its distinguished authorship the late john kaplan
s extraordinary work continues with the scholarship of robert weisberg and guyora binder in the
ninth edition this casebook s renowned interdisciplinary approach fuels class discussion as it
enriches study logically organized the text addresses the purposes and limits of punishment and
considers the meaning and types of crime well edited cases interesting materials and clear notes
combine with cutting edge issues and important social questions such as whom and why we punish
especially strong are the sections addressing the phenomenon of mass incarceration including the
movement towards prison abolition the theme of and challenges to racial justice in our criminal law
system and the evolution of our laws on sexual assault new to the ninth edition addition of up to date
empirical and public policy research as well as expanded discussion of the role of constitutional law
in the criminalization of homelessness and issues of racial justice on such topics as criminal liability
of police for use of lethal force and the controversies over citizen s arrest powers incorporation of
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new feminist research in such areas as battered women s self defense and sexual assault including
treatment of the ongoing efforts to revise the model penal code laws on rape new historically
informed treatment of felony murder including legislative and judicial developments in reform and
possible abolition of felony murder doctrine updated notes and questions aimed at improving the
casebook s usefulness for exam preparation new case law on the challenges of applying criminal law
in the internet world on such topics as possession of child pornography images and criminal conduct
through cyber messaging a fresh new analytic guide on impossible attempts designed to assist
students with this perennially challenging doctrine professors and student will benefit from strong
authorship team the late john kaplan a storied teacher and scholar weisberg and binder noted
scholars in criminal law an interdisciplinary approach well edited cases interesting materials and
clear notes logical organization snapshot review exercises to aid students in exam preparation
teaching materials include improved teacher s manual designed to make casebook accessible and
useful for new professors includes suggested answers to snapshot review questions
casebookconnect features online e book law school comes with a lot of reading so access your
enhanced e book anytime anywhere to keep up with your coursework highlight take notes in the
margins and search the full text to quickly find coverage of legal topics practice questions quiz
yourself before class and prep for your exam in the study center practice questions from examples
explanations emanuel law outlines emanuel law in a flash flashcards and other best selling study aid
series help you study for exams while tracking your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your
study time outline tool most professors will tell you that starting your outline early is key to being
successful in your law school classes the outline tool automatically populates your notes and
highlights from the e book into an editable format to accelerate your outline creation and increase
study time later in the semester

Criminal Law
2021-01-31

this softcover book contains a complete unchanged reprint of chapters 1 and 21 33 of lee richardson
and lawson s criminal procedure cases and materials second edition please see that description for
more about the highlights and approach of the book the pagination is the same in this softcover book
as it is in the hardcover version

Criminal Procedure
2018-03-21

property cases and materials fifth edition

Property
2022-01-31

the fourth edition of this popular text continues the tradition of using problems to help students
identify professional responsibility issues then providing references to the relevant model rules and
excerpts from reported cases ethics committee opinions law review and bar journal articles and
other secondary sources the approach is comprehensive with discussions of all of the model rules
and most of the model code of judicial conduct including new provisions of both sets of rules adopted
since the third edition of the text
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Professional Responsibility
2013

the new edition focuses on the current controversies in tort law changes in the law endorsed by the
restatement 3rd are explored the casebook strives to invigorate the study of intentional torts by
going beyond the traditional personal injury approach battery is considered in its increasing
application in environmental litigation the torts of intentional interference with contractual and
economic relations which almost all students will encounter in whatever field of practice e g
corporate entertainment public interest they ultimately choose are introduced in the basic
intentional tort section including the case that nearly bankrupt texaco and the potential liability of
an environmental public interest group for encouraging a boycott the negligence section addresses
controversies ranging from parental liability for failure to prevent a child from committing homicides
mental distress for exposure to toxic pollutants to tobacco industry liability the necessity defense is
considered in the context of katrina negligence is critiqued from feminist economic and other
perspectives cases have been selected for their teachability and stimulation for students notes are
straight forward to allow professors freedom to focus on policy concerns

Cases and Materials on Torts
2008

this casebook is designed to enable students to grapple with the conceptual issues in the area of
disability rights law it covers all of the major issues in disability rights law

Tort Law and Alternatives
2001

the seventh edition of this popular casebook has fully integrated the supreme court s latest decisions
stolt nielsen rent a center at t mobility granite rock sutter and the ground breaking ruling in bg
group into the coverage the latest editions of the casebook boast a new organization that is more
cohesive and better defines the issues of central importance to the u s and other laws of arbitration
the volume also includes a revised chapter ten that contains materials on drafting arbitration
agreements it can serve as a basis for a class workshop on drafting such agreements the book s
content and approach reflect a continuing thorough assessment of the field the teaching materials
are up to date and comprehensively assess the landmark work of the supreme court in the area

Disability Rights Law
2010

this brand new copyright casebook differs from other copyright law casebooks in a number of
respects first this casebook emphasizes the essential materials at the heart of the subject the result
is a streamlined and exceptionally clear casebook in which the main themes ideas and theories in
this exciting and dynamic field are not obscured by extraneous readings second the casebook takes
full advantage of technology by providing access to a companion website containing an extensive
library of additional modules topics edited cases notes problems and audio visual materials from
cases and hypotheticals for use in class the book is authored by two experts in the field who have
written extensively about copyright the arts and the impact of new technology the approach is both
practical and theoretically sophisticated with a particular focus on the latest controversies in the
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field

Cases and Materials on Arbitration Law and Practice
2015

this documents supplement is the first legislation casebook supplement providing detailed legislative
history and administrative materials to complement the cases and problems in the main text at the
option of the instructor students can read the original materials that were central to statutory
enactment and are debated in leading federal court decisions the affirmative action cases weber
johnson and ricci the christian nation case holy trinity the expert fees cases west virginia hospitals v
casey and blanchard v bergeron the spotted owl case sweet home the carries a gun case muscarello
the bankrupt family farm case sinclair and others in each instance the statute specific materials
include an overview of the enactment process and a set of questions that can guide student inquiry
and help frame classroom discussions

Copyright Law
2008

this popular casebook through the selection of classic and modern cases provides an excellent tool
for teaching students the common law foundations of the criminal law and modern statutory reform
including the model penal code along the way the casebook considers modern controversies e g
shaming punishment capital punishment broadening sexual assault law self defense by battered
women euthanasia the role of culture in determining culpability and creatively uses literature e g
examining insanity through edgar allen poe s the tell tale heart and even brain teasers to confront as
the preface states the big questions that philosophers theologians scientists and poets as well as
lawyers have grappled with for centuries the seventh edition as in the past includes new cases as
well as updates in the notes that bring current issues of criminal law to the fore new power points
have been added to the casebook companion website

Cases and Materials on Legislation, Statutes and the
Creation of Public Policy
2011-09-01

the tenth edition provides up to date treatment of climate change issues across different statutes
this classic casebook provides students with a thorough understanding of all major environmental
regulatory schemes as well as insight into current policy controversies the book pays particular
attention to the dynamics involved in the creation and implementation of environmental law focusing
on interest group challenges the proper role of agencies in implementing complex statutes and the
involvement of courts in determining how deferential to be to agency implementation the book
covers the latest appellate and supreme court cases involving interstate air pollution climate change
wetlands and takings as well as major recent regulatory changes this edition provides revised
treatment of the toxics materials to reflect recent legislative changes and other chapters reflect
important decisions such as uarg full attention is given to obama administrative initiatives and
current efforts by the trump administration to roll them back
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Criminal Law
2016

when you purchase a new version of this casebook from the lift program you receive 1 year free
digital access to the corresponding examples explanations in your course area now available in an
interactive study center examples explanations offer hypothetical questions complemented by
detailed explanations that allow you to test your knowledge of the topics covered in class starting
july 1 2017 if your new casebook purchase does not come with an access code on the inside cover of
the book please contact wolters kluwer customer service the email address and phone number for
customer service are on the copyright page found within the first few pages of your casebook clear
lucid and extremely accessible problems and materials on payment law helps students understand
black letter law and the statutory language in the uniform commercial code the electronic fund
transfer act and the expedited funds availability act a sensible flexible organization follows the order
of ucc articles 3 4 and 8 and is adaptable to many teaching styles drawing on experience in both
teaching and writing the authors provide thorough and practical coverage using a popular problems
approach the text s effective format manageable length and inclusion of the most important cases
make problems and materials on payment law concise and efficient a teacher s manual provides
sample syllabi answers to all the problems in the text and suggestions on the best ways to teach
various topics hallmark features of problems and materials on payment law effective format makes
black letter law accessible and helps students understand statutory language uniform commercial
code electronic fund transfer act expedited funds availability act thorough and up to date sensible
flexible organization follows the order of ucc articles 3 4 and 8 adaptable to many teaching styles
popular problems approach distinguished authorship draws on experience in both teaching and
writing manageable length concise and lucid includes most important cases thoroughly updated the
revised tenth edition presents important new cases including good v wells fargo bank n a trent v
north carolina charles r tips family trust v pb commercial llc in re harborhouse of gloucester llc rr
maloan investments inc v new hge inc clemente bros contracting corp v hafner milazzo aliaga
medical center s c v harris bank and in re estate of rider a new chapter on the application of ucc
article 3 in cases involving mortgage promissory notes including discussion of the most recent
version of article 3 an introduction to the ucc especially as it addresses payment law discussion of
when marking a check payment in full will end a dispute a problem drawn from a recent case on the
effects of drafting errors on promissory notes multiple choice assessment questions with analysis for
each chapter discussion of issues of negotiability in promissory note forms commonly used in
practice tension in cases among the federal circuits on whether a bank or its customer takes the loss
of wire transfer fraud issues with remote deposit capture checks such as risk of loss if customer
makes remote deposit then also negotiates the original check issues with services such as paypal
new and revised problems

Cases and Materials on Environmental Law
2019-05-24

this open source casebook is the sixth edition of a casebook using the h2o opencasebook platform of
harvard s berkman center this casebook is intended to be used as the main casebook for an
introductory course on the law of corporations because is subject to a creative commons license and
can be printed via amazon createspace it is available to students at a very modest cost alternatively
students can read and access the cases and materials online via the h20 platform at opencasebook
org at no cost this casebook and the h2o opencasebook platform are part of an effort by educators to
make high quality course materials and casebooks available to students at reasonable prices
although this course is called an introduction to the law of corporations it is better understood as a
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more general business organizations course the materials in this casebook cover delaware corporate
code exclusively however your learning during this semester long course will not be limited to the
corporate law we will start the class with an online course covering the basic concepts of agency
agency is the single most important building block required to understand the corporate law agency
is also an essential building block to understand the laws governing other forms of business
organization during the course of this semester you will be introduced to other forms of business
organization including partnership limited liability companies nonprofit corporations and public
benefit corporations most of your introduction to these other forms will come through a series of
online courses covering the basic concepts and rules for each of the forms you should plan to
complete all of these courses including the accompanying quizzes in canvas by the dates set forth in
the syllabus as you are working on the online courses in class we will focus on the corporate form
the delaware corporate code and the delaware common law of corporations because the corporate
law is so much more extensive than the laws of other business forms like for example the law
governing llcs courts often lean heavily on the corporate law and apply it by analogy to other forms
when they are in search of persuasive authority by becoming expert in the corporate law you will
find it easy to translate that knowledge and apply it other business organizations much of the work
of the corporate lawyer starts with the code as such we will start with an in depth examination of the
corporate code although we could study the model code or the massachusetts code for most
corporate lawyers the delaware corporate law will be central to their practice sixty percent of all
publicly traded corporations are delaware corporations with respect to private corporations they are
typically incorporated in the state in which they are physically located or they are incorporated in
delaware beyond the code delaware has a very deep corporate common law it is in the corporate
common law that the courts have developed the law of corporate fiduciary duties it is through
fiduciary duties that the corporate law attempts to regulate the relationship between stockholders
and the corporation between managers and the corporation as well as the relationships of
controlling stockholders and minority stockholders delaware s treatment of the corporate common
law is so extensive that it is not at all uncommon at all for the courts of other states to refer to or
cite delaware corporate law cases when deciding questions involving their own corporate law the
delaware corporate law is the closest we have to a lingua franca in the us for corporate law the
fiduciary duties of corporate directors are tested most often in the context of corporate takeovers
the corporate takeover materials in this casebook attempt to highlight the most important issues in
takeover situations as well as the court s doctrinal efforts to mitigate the transaction costs that arise
in these situations

Problems and Materials on Payment Law
2016

cases and materials on torts preserves historical and conceptual continuity between the present and
the past while addressing the most significant contemporary controversies in such fast moving areas
like public nuisance global warming and product liability with new litigation against internet
providers toward these dual ends richard a epstein and catherine m sharkey have retained in the
twelfth edition the great older cases both english and american that have proved themselves time
and again in the classroom and which continue to exert great influence on the modern law our book
also provides a rich exploration of the dominant corrective justice and law and economics
approaches to tort law as exemplified both in the retained and new cases and materials new to the
twelfth edition extensive new treatment of public nuisance cases to address the profound expansion
of the once sleepy area of public nuisance law into the realms of the opioid crisis toxic torts and
global warming major reconsideration of who counts as a seller in the chain of distribution for goods
sold online with product liability updates for various forms of e commerce such as amazon s liability
for defective products sold on its site updates to incorporate two major new torts restatements on
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intentional harms and liability insurance the reforms of the michigan no fault legislation enhanced
treatment of privacy in the era of big data to address trend of large data collectors like facebook and
google to determine what is reasonable online incorporating major privacy legislation such as
california s consumer privacy act and the european gdpr general data protection regulation
expansion of materials that address race and gender disparities in the setting of damages awards
and in the realm of punitive damages innovative remedies directing some portion of the award to
public interest groups professors and students will benefit from clear organizational framework of
the book important lines of cases that help understand legal reasoning and the evolution of
precedent inclusion of key academic commentary and elaboration of central intellectual disputes
over the nature and function of the tort law ability to pick and choose modules of interest such as
defamation privacy and economic harms which are of increasing importance in real world of tort
litigation extensive notes with topic headlines that elaborate basic concepts and extend into the most
complex contemporary issues facing courts great attention given to cutting edge tort developments

Introduction to the Law of Corporations: Cases and
Materials
2018-10-23

cases and materials on consumer law 5th ed retains its comprehensive coverage and has been
completely updated to reflect new developments in the dynamic field of consumer law including
internet marketing ad substantiation celebrity and other testimonials and new developments in
online consumer contracts consumer credit regulation including new supreme court cases dealing
with credit reporting and debt collection as well as the latest developments with the consumer
financial protection bureau consumer privacy including the new california consumer privacy act the
internet of things biometrics online marketing cybersecurity and new developments concerning the
telephone consumer protection act developing and emerging payment systems e g credit debit and
prepaid cards as well as mobile payments digital wallets and cryptocurrency remedies latest u s
supreme court and regulatory developments on consumer arbitration and class actions predatory
lending capstone chapter the legal fallout from the subprime mortgage foreclosure crisis and beyond
student loan disclosures collections and servicing and deceptive school admissions marketing to
prospective students this text contains a balance of cases problems that reflect modern situations
and notes with discussion questions and references to the latest consumer protection scholarship a
new statutory supplement entitled selected consumer statutes 2019 is available also

Cases and Materials on Torts
2020-02-13

this casebook continues its traditional approach to the teaching of property law the opening chapter
continues to include a section of cases designed to hone a student s skill in close case analysis the
materials in the first seven chapters have been reorganized and the notes updated as appropriate
new cases have been added regarding rights of possessors organs as property and class gifts
chapters 8 9 on servitudes and nuisance are updated with expanded coverage of the restatement
third chapters 10 and 11 takings and zoning have been significantly revised in particular the takings
chapter includes the supreme court s kelo and lingle decisions including a detailed discussion of the
angry aftermath to kelo in both congress and state legislatures as well as of state courts that have
interpreted state constitutions to give greater protection than kelo does under the federal
constitution the last three chapters which are devoted to real estate transfer issues remain largely
intact with updating and the addition of one new principal case relating to rescission of a land sales
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contract this casebook continues its traditional approach to the teaching of property law the opening
chapter continues to include a section of cases designed to hone a student s skill in close case
analysis the materials in the first seven chapters have been reorganized and the notes updated as
appropriate new cases have been added regarding rights of possessors organs as property and class
gifts chapters 8 9 on servitudes and nuisance are updated with expanded coverage of the
restatement third chapters 10 and 11 takings and zoning have been significantly revised in
particular the takings chapter includes the supreme court s kelo and lingle decisions including a
detailed discussion of the angry aftermath to kelo in both congress and state legislatures as well as
of state courts that have interpreted state constitutions to give greater protection than kelo does
under the federal constitution the last three chapters which are devoted to real estate transfer
issues remain largely intact with updating and the addition of one new principal case relating to
rescission of a land sales contract

Cox and Eisenberg's Business Organizations, Cases and
Materials, Unabridged, 12th - CasebookPlus
2019-03-14

buy a new version of this connected casebook and receive access to the online e book practice
questions from your favorite study aids and an outline tool on casebookconnect the all in one
learning solution for law school students casebookconnect offers you what you need most to be
successful in your law school classes portability meaningful feedback and greater efficiency this
looseleaf version of the connected casebook does not come with a binder this lean casebook is
consciously designed to appeal to disenchanted users of the 1 selling prosser casebook its content
organization and cases and notes approach is explicitly modeled on prosser but the authors have
capitalized on prosser s weaknesses focusing on providing key cases and concise understandable
notes this book has the look and feel of prosser but will function much better for the many
professors teaching a one semester four or three credit course features authorship co reporters of
the restatement third of torts and both known to be excellent teachers conveys the core of tort law
through eminently teachable cases and informative topical notes pedagogical notes challenge
students to consider provocative questions about the cases authors dialogues feature informal highly
engaging discussions and debates between the authors that raise interesting and provocative points
about the topic under consideration while modeling for students the skills of thinking aloud and
persuasion presents 40 50 three to five line hypotheticals that test variations on fact patterns fewer
more generously edited cases than prosser accompanied by a comprehensive teacher s manual that
includes answers to the questions raised in the text informs teachers about the important secondary
literature and provides commentary on the authors dialogues as well as suggestions for using the
dialogues in class or as reading assignments casebookconnect features online e book law school
comes with a lot of reading so access your enhanced e book anytime anywhere to keep up with your
coursework highlight take notes in the margins and search the full text to quickly find coverage of
legal topics practice questions quiz yourself before class and prep for your exam in the study center
practice questions from examples explanations emanuel law outlines emanuel law in a flash
flashcards and other best selling study aid series help you study for exams while tracking your
strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study time outline tool most professors will tell you
that starting your outline early is key to being successful in your law school classes the outline tool
automatically populates your notes and highlights from the e book into an editable format to
accelerate your outline creation and increase study time later in the semester
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Consumer Law, Cases and Materials
2020-01-13

the purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle you to receive access to the connected ebook with
study center on casebookconnect you will need to purchase a new print book to get access to the full
experience including lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight annotation and search
capabilities practice questions from your favorite study aids an outline tool and other helpful
resources property cases and materials features sweeping coverage in a single volume from old
property such as the basics of estates in land and servitudes to new property including intellectual
property cultural property and property in living things the text provokes debate on fundamental
questions such as the creation of property information as property collective vs individual rights and
property as related to other bodies of law its coverage of intellectual property shows how the law
grows and responds to social and technological change designed for flexibility stand alone chapters
can be omitted if time constraints require property cases and materials includes appellate decisions
statutes regulations administrative decisions law review articles and non legal materials principal
cases include elvis presley international memorial foundation v crowell popov v hayashi barry bonds
home run ball people v chubbs software for dna matching and dred scott v sandford key features
updated with more recent cases including more cases from the twenty first century than any other
major property casebook improved coverage of natural resources law and intellectual property
thorough update of all existing materials

Social Science in Law
2006-01-01

buy anew versionof this connected casebook and receiveaccessto theonline e book practice
questionsfrom your favorite study aids and anoutline toolon casebookconnect the all in one learning
solution for law school students casebookconnect offers you what you need most to be successful in
your law school classes portability meaningful feedback and greater efficiency written first and
foremost as a teaching tool torts cases and materials is a casebook that engages students without
avoiding the hard questions modeled on the venerable prosser casebook but intended to be modern
accessible and yet sophisticated this book consistently gets high marks from students for being clear
user friendly and not hiding the ball like so many other casebooks challenginghypotheticalsand
authors dialoguesengage students while allowing instructors to probe more deeply into ambiguous
or developing areas of law the book s manageable length makes it an ideal for a three to four hour
introductory torts course key features cases that are judiciously edited so as to let thejudges voices
be heard along with the inclusion of dissenting opinions where important numerous recent cases
have been added both in the notes and as principal cases while old material has been pruned back to
reduce unnecessary bulk continued integration of the third restatement throughout the book
includingcaselawdevelopment following the new restatement particularly in the area offoreseeability
duty and proximate cause a comprehensive teachers manual that informs instructors about
developing issues points out important secondary literature and answers questions raised in the
notes andhypotheticals casebookconnectfeatures online e book law school comes with a lot of
reading so access your enhanced e book anytime anywhere to keep up with your coursework
highlight take notes in the margins and search the full text to quickly find coverage of legal topics
practice questions quiz yourself before class and prep for your exam in the study center practice
questions fromexamples explanations emanuel law outlines emanuel law in a flashflashcards and
other best selling study aid series help you study for exams while tracking your strengths and
weaknesses to help optimize your study time outline tool most professors will tell you that starting
your outline early is key to being successful in your law school classes the outline tool automatically
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populates your notes and highlights from the e book into an editable format to accelerate your
outline creation and increase study time later in the semester

Cases and Materials on American Property Law
2007

cases problems and materials on contracts fifth edition is distinguished by its excellent organization
and straightforward approach this case and problem oriented casebook provides unparalleled
flexibility its length makes it suitable for use in courses of varying course hours and its adaptable
organization accommodates different teaching requirements styles and approaches students and
professors alike appreciate all the aspects of this book that make it such an excellent means for
studying contracts thorough coverage of basic themes of contract law contained in a manageable
length accessible well organized straightforward text beginning with clear introductions to each
section and concept problem oriented approach using short well conceived hypotheticals with
answers provided in the teacher s manual popular and flexible organization that starts with offer and
acceptance and moves to consideration however the authors have designed the book so that the
course can easily be taught starting with consideration or remedies tight case editing that allows
students to more easily grasp the pertinent concepts enhancements to the fifth edition include in
depth discussion of adhesion contracts versus negotiated contracts all article 1 citations have been
updated to the newest version of article 1 extensive revision of notes concerning the battle of the
forms issue in chapter 1 intent to contract offer and acceptance chapter 2 consideration and chapter
7 conditions and promises performance and breach have been condensed and more problems on the
express condition have been added to chapter 7 problems have been added and refreshed
throughout the text problems notes and the selection and order of cases have been revised in
chapter 5 the parole evidence rule and interpretation of the contract revised and updated teacher s
manual the flexible problem oriented organization of cases problems and materials on contracts fifth
edition as well as its careful selection and editing of cases make this casebook a highly effective
teaching tool

Torts
2015-11-18

this updated casebook is designed for a first year class on legislation regulation and provides a
proven ready to use set of materials for those interested in introducing such a class to their 1l
curriculum the book focuses on the tools and methods of interpreting legal texts using supreme
court and other appellate decisions as the primary texts yet the note material gently introduces
students to applicable insights from political science history economics and philosophy the book
aims to familiarize students with tools and techniques that lawyers and judges use when crafting
legal arguments in statutory or regulatory contexts and to give students a sense of the larger
questions of institutional design implicated by these interpretive questions

Property
2018-02-28

the compact thirteenth edition of this very popular casebook is designed for three or four credit civil
procedure courses it provides a framework for studying the essential and cutting edge issues of civil
procedure in an accessible but rigorous way the authors of the prior editions jack h friedenthal
arthur r miller john e sexton and helen hershkoff welcome two new authors to their team adam n
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steinman and troy a mckenzie the new edition reflects the uniqueness talents and special expertise
of these new authors who individually and together bring tremendous new experiences and
backgrounds to an author team already known for its excellence and distinction adam n steinman
the university research professor of law at the university of alabama school of law is an award
winning teacher and scholar whose work has been cited in hundreds of articles and dozens of
judicial opinions he is an author on the wright miller federal and practice procedure treatise and an
elected member of the american law institute he is also the co organizer of the unavailability
workshop for civil procedure and the co editor of the law professor blogs network s civil procedure
federal courts blog prior to joining the university of alabama faculty he was a professor of law at
seton hall university and the university of cincinnati his practice experience includes both complex
civil litigation and public interest appellate work troy a mckenzie professor of law at new york
university school of law is an award winning teacher and scholar who has taken an active role in the
procedural rulemaking process he is a member of the council of the american law institute and has
been appointed to the committee on rules of practice and procedure of the judicial conference of the
united states at nyu he co directs the center on civil justice and the institute of judicial
administration among his practice and public service experiences he served for two years as deputy
assistant attorney general in the office of legal counsel at the u s department of justice the
thirteenth edition like the predecessor editions upon which it is based is designed to reinforce
doctrinal understanding to foster case reading skills to encourage critical thinking about the real
world context of procedural decisions to motivate discussion about diversity inclusion and equity and
the role of courts and civil procedure in promoting those values and to help develop a sense of
litigation strategy in a world that is at once local and global the casebook covers all of the major
topics that a professor might wish to teach in a one semester course of varied practical or
theoretical emphases a supplement includes all updated federal rules federal statutes and
constitutional provisions pertinent to procedure the pleadings in twombly and iqbal a model case file
a litigation flow chart state materials and other important teaching tools the casebook can be used
for in class and remote instruction

Cases and Materials on the Death Penalty
2001

this new edition captures all of the recent and rapidly emerging changes in case law and legislation
yet retains its student and professor friendly approach to the policies and rules of patent law this
version teaches the far reaching legal tenets of patent law that are venerable and yet as current as
the latest developments from the laboratory bench like its successful predecessors this casebook
draws on insights from other areas of u s law as well as from aspects of foreign systems

Torts
2017-03-09

this important casebook is based upon one of the leading books in the field born s treatise
international commercial arbitration it offers a comprehensive approach to international commercial
arbitration focused on the new york convention and uncitral model law while providing comparative
examples drawn from state to state and investment arbitration an easy to use chronological
structure follows the course of an international arbitration features thoroughly revised to reflect
amendments to uncitral rules icc rules and other institutional arbitration rules new sections
addressing iba guidelines on party representation in international arbitration revised to reflect
amendments to representative national arbitration legislation in france singapore and elsewhere
streamlined excerpts of cases and awards added excerpts of new arbitral awards on selected topics
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Cases, Problems, and Materials on Contracts
2008

tracing the development of contract law in the english and american common law traditions
contracts features authoritative discussions and notes and focuses on significant cases the casebook
also provides opportunities for teachers to put before students the ethical responsibilities of
attorneys and the consequences of neglecting such responsibilities highlights of the seventh edition
include revised selections with more restatement and a special section providing leading
casesmodest updating with new cases to refresh the book in response to adopters expressed
preferencesmore sophisticated but still accessible textual material on the economics of contract
lawrevised introduction to provide for smoother transition into materials on damages changes in the
new edition include chapter 1 bases for enforcing promises in an engaging new beginning the
chapter now starts with two cases that explore the meaning of promise the cases are the old

Legislation and Regulation, Cases and Materials
2021-07-13

Civil Procedure
2022-07-06

Cases and Materials on Patent Law
2015

International Arbitration
2015-03-12

Contracts
2008
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